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For Immediate Release:
TAMP Systems Announces DRS Smartphone App.
Merrick, NY – March 21, 2012: TAMP Systems launches its DRS™ Smartphone App. DRS users will be able to access their BCM
documentation as well as manage incident responses remotely.
If a disaster strikes and you’re out of the office or on vacation, with the DRS Smartphone App broadcast feature you will be able to voice
notify your affected team members immediately, review the incident management module to see up-to-date information on the status of
recovery, plus you can access your plan documentation via the DRS Hot Buttons, as well as access your Recovery Tasks and assigned call
lists to begin the recovery process.
The TAMP DRS™ Smartphone App is an interactive application designed specifically for DRS. It features real-time alerts, voice and text
messaging, and the ability to view the tasks required to recover immediately.
DRS Smartphone App not only provides quick access to your plan with our Hot Button technology, but even better the App will give you
the pertinent information you need during a disaster crisis. If you declare a disaster incident use the broadcast feature to notify everyone
involved with a click of a button.
Replace your outdated notification system with the next generation interactive Disaster Management - TAMP DRS™ Smartphone App.
Contact us today for a Free DRS Demonstration or BCM Consultation.
Call us at: 1-800-252-4080, or email: info@tampsystems.com, or visit us on the web at: http://www.tampsystems.com.
~~
About TAMP Systems:
TAMP Systems is a leading provider of business continuity management (BCM) solutions for organizations spanning a wide variety of
industries. TAMP provides BCM web-based software and consulting services. TAMP's popular software is entitled the Disaster Recovery
System (DRS), which significantly reduces the manual efforts to create plans, keep plans up-to-date and manage BCM data. TAMP’s
consulting services include the development of BIAs and resulting plans, as well as disaster recovery, pandemic incident response and
continuity of operations plans. TAMP has earned the reputation as a leading BCM consulting and software organization - TAMP was
awarded the honor of being inducted into the Contingency Planning & Management (CPM) Hall of Fame and is a DRII Certified BC
Vendor (CBCV). For more information about TAMP's business continuity planning solutions, visit http://www.tampsystems.com/, email
info@tampsystems.com or call 1-800-252-4080.
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